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Jeffo often said he was the man he was because of her. I would have to say that I am
the woman I am because of her. I hate to remember her at this time. I do understand
that sometime in the future, memories will be drawn out, articulated, and treasured.
Right now memories are like a river carrying her skin, her eyes, her smell, her
laughter, and her voice, far away from me. Memories are what I am snatching at, not
wanting to, like a person falling from a cliff into a vast unknown, gripping and
scratching with fingertips bleeding to prevent whatever is happening from preceding
any further. I have gone out to her grave and talked to her many times now as though
she was still alive. I tell her she will not be forgotten and I know I will have to make
sure of that. She will be forgotten if we don’t take care.
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Ruby’s grave.

So many memories, so many stories. The ‘Big E’ in Redfern. Everyone knew the ‘Big
E’. Ruby described one night in the E. The place was throbbing with chatter and
laughter. The storm of sociability was smashing about like waves in a wild sea. The
sulphurous yellow of smoke, heat, shouts and shrieking filled the room.
Ruby was at the bar with Aunty Neddy when she saw her own mother across the
room, by the door. Her relationship with her mother had a history of difficulty and
violence. As she caught her mothers’ eye and, as she described it to me, a thousand
thoughts went through her head in less than a millionth of a second. Aunty Neddy,
who had also seen her mother, waited for the explosion. Gently Ruby lifted her glass
to her mother, and, without breaking the eye contact, said, “Here’s to you. You gave
me life”, and put the glass to her mouth. Her mother, from across the room, lifted her
glass, and drank.
The night continued to other things, as did the days that followed, and sometimes they
saw each other at a distance, and sometimes they didn’t see each other for weeks.
That toast, however, forged a longed for bond between a mother and daughter
dreadfully lost to each other. That act, the lifting of that glass to a mother, was the
generosity that was the centre of Ruby’s soul. It was one of many illustrations of an
innate intelligence and instinctive wisdom that she seemed to be born with.
It seems I am onto memories after all. Here is another one. One night we were at an
event in a local pub, where Ruby and another Indigenous writer were presenting some
of their works and following it with a Question and Answer time from the audience.
The night was heavy with the smells and languidity of summer. The sky was like
midnight velvet; the stars shone silver. One of those nights of promise, of possibility.
Ruby was both excited, and nervous. She admired the other author who was sharing
the stage with her, and honoured to meet her. Having read her piece, she settled in to
some Q&A, always her favourite part of any show. The first question was from a very
well known writer who queried her use of ‘the oppressor’s language’ in her writings.
He explained that, for him, this was his cultural language and he was not
compromised by its use in his own work. But for her, he wondered, how authentic did
she feel her work was by the use of this ‘language’.
Curly!!! I knew her well enough by now to almost read her mind. I ran through, in my
own mind, the many discussions we’d had on this point, and watched them, like
flashcards tick over in her mind.
First of all; who owns the language? Who decides authenticity? What is it anyway?
Was he saying that Ruby was not ‘authentic’, while he was? Was he saying she had
no right to ‘use’ HIS native tongue?
The question had so many return questions encased within it. That his demand for
clarity on his terms was racist was clear to us. We also both knew that if this was
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thrown back at him he would have been deeply offended. Was he representing a ‘left’
view in Australia? Perhaps he perceived that an acknowledgement of an ‘oppressor’
put him inside that group of people who both understood and opposed a construction
of racism that was from inside the very concept that he was opposing. I don’t think he
saw it that way.
The woman next to me said, “He always asks such good questions”, and her
companions agreed. I was sitting at the table, as there was nowhere else to sit and they
were agreeable to me sitting there. I looked down, and said nothing although a
thousand thoughts were going through my head. I looked back up at Ruby and she
grinned at me. Cheeky buggar, I thought. She’s going to let it rip now. She didn’t.
Ruby has this way of jiggling her chin ever so slightly when she is furious. She smiles
a very controlled smile and talks in a moderate tone. “I’ll write however I bloody well
want to. It’s my language too you know.”
There it was! There it was! The complexity of that question, and the equal complexity
of the answer dealt with everything in the clearest and most effective way one could
deal with it. Often people made the mistake of thinking that Ruby did not ‘get’ the
notion of critical theory, of construction of language and culture. A dangerous view.
Ruby had been dealing with that war from the time of her birth. She knew the words
to use, but buggar it, all she needed to do was own what she owned. That question
was about taking her ownership away from her.
As an Indigenous author, this was a question or a discussion that she was often asked
to deal with. It seemed to be a constant source of amazement that she wasn’t writing
in HER language, the Bundjalung language, and if she did, wouldn’t her subject
matter and structure be different?
Lesson: don’t get caught up with talking about the ‘oppressor’ or the ‘oppressor’s
language’ because if you are Ruby Langford Ginibi, Indigenous Author, will be
chucked at you as a way of illegitimisation, of questioning who you are. This question
always has a way of taking away ownership of language, spirit and life. Ruby
recognized this question as a running grenade. Ruby, wherever she was, and whoever
she was talking to, made it very clear that this space, this life, these words, were
owned by her, used by her, in her time and in her history. And she NEVER wasted
words; she was smart.
The night went on in a very genial way with questions turned into long discussions
that brought up other questions. Ruby was delightfully generous and incredibly
informative, offering so much more than a simple answer. We had our small glass of
house wine and something to eat after the event. Everyone was dribbling out into the
night.
Ruby was still able to walk then, although her obesity was affecting her mobility. A
lady stopped at our table and started advising Ruby on her diet, pointing at various
items of food on her plate and explaining how fattening, or not, each item was. Ruby
listened politely, holding her fork to one side. When the woman had finished her
dietary lesson, Ruby said, “Thank you dear”, and continued eating, totally ignoring
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the woman who clearly had a lot more to say. We continued our conversation. The
woman eventually left, clearly in a huff, because SHE felt we were being rude to her!
We travelled a lot of roads together, Ruby and I. I’ve had the experience, many times,
of being described as her driver. I was that. We were also friends, and family.
Legitimate family. My mother, Aunty Neddy, and Ruby spent a lot of time together.
My mother died as did Aunty Neddy. Ruby was who I had left.
Alongside these acts of both rudeness as well as racism, I saw a generous spirit, a
giving heart, and a tolerance from her. I often wondered how she could be so ‘good’
in that way, when so much bad had happened to her. The deaths, the suffering, and so
many losses, so many times being treated as ‘less than’, so many times of starvation
and poverty, and yet still she gave back love.
Burying four children is no fun. We visited the graves so often and I listened to her
memories while stroking her hand. I held her when she sobbed for these dear babies
no longer with her. Her love for her children was unquestioning and was the solid
ground of her heart. Memories were always there, and sometimes the scars were
scratched a little too hard. At those times the universe cracked again, and the scars
wept blood. This sorrow was also her compassion to others.
However, it was the strength in knowing who she was and where she came from that
was her solid ground in the world. Ruby often told me of the ‘stone’, and I am not
betraying any secrets when I tell this one. Her mother was given a number of small
stones by a person of great knowledge and authority. Her mother was told to swallow
the stones. This she did. One day when Ruby was very young, and obviously, before
her mother left the family, her mother took her to the river and pushed one of these
stones from her mouth and put it into Ruby’s hand. She told Ruby where the stone
came from and what it represented. Ruby was told to swallow the stone, which she
did. Her mother told her the stone would present itself at the right time sometime in
Ruby’s adulthood and when it did, she would know who to pass it on to. This story is
about connection to time, past and future, not measureable, and ones place inside
time. Ruby knew this, and as much as she saw it as ‘magic’, she also saw it as a
logical way to understand her unique place in the universe.
The loss of her children, and her connection to and knowledge of Indigenous culture
informed her rage against the injustice experienced by our people. We collected
endless newspaper stories, read books and made reference cards in the sections that
were likely to be quoted in any research. Ruby was constantly enquiring, making
notes, collecting books, CDs, tapes, in order to have her research in place. Ruby knew
that stories had to be made visible in order to exist. She constantly stated that she
doesn’t write fiction; that truth makes a much better story. Smith wrote in Groping for
Ethics in Journalism that "there is no absolute truth, rather, truth is relative to the
community in which a person participates...Facts are the basis of the truth" (65). For
us, Ruby and I, facts, like everything, were interpretative according to the perspective
one had i.e. if you come from a racist background then of course ‘truth’ from an
Indigenous perspective wasn’t necessarily a truth that suited a non-Indigenous person.
Given that non-Indigenous people had a greater documentation and control of the
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‘facts’ and archiving them, then this becomes the ‘truth’ and the basis for discussion,
further ensuring the invisibility of any other view.
We talked often about this side of things – truth – and what it was. Some things, for
her, were not grey, not so-called ‘contested sites’, not a matter of opinion. Ruby saw
the introduction of these concepts into Indigenous history and experience, as another
way to dispossess Indigenous people of their own truth, their own stories. By the
same token we often also talked about the world of the imagination and how
important imagination, the ‘what ifs’ and wonder, was to the human spirit. So, in
saying she didn’t write fiction, she was not against fiction as such. While recognizing
that imagination has a magical component, it also had the ability, inside its own
culture, of making up stuff about other people, dispossessing them. It had a political
context as did all culture.
Nothing could situate us better in this history of absent voices than Bruce
Pascoe’s acerbic, witty essay about the missing black characters in
Australian novels, ‘Rearranging the Dead Cat’, an essay arising from
passionate discussion at last year’s Aboriginal Writers and Educators
Conference. Pascoe exposes the embarrassing silences at the heart of some
of our most treasured stories, including Cloudstreet: ‘Winton’s great get
out of jail card for Australia was that all of the black characters are dead.
You don’t have to deal with them, it’s sufficient to re-invent their dreams!’
(Mills)
I still hear her laugh and I still hear her say, “read this out loud to me Pammy girl” as
she shoved pages of writing at me. I read until I was exhausted and still she told me to
read on. I’d beg for a break and she’s say, “just a few more pages Pammy girl. Just a
few more pages”. I’d take the pages home to key in and print out, and when I brought
them back to her she’s want me to read the bloody things all over again. She’d tell me
to read them in ‘black fella’ way. I couldn’t do it. Wasn’t good at accents anyway,
and would have felt really stupid doing it. Butch, on the other hand, could do it
easily. A boy from Roma and still had his bushie accent. So Butchy Boy got the job of
reading out loud. He got bored with it pretty quickly so it was handed back to me.
Buggar!
Ruby was driven to write, and continue to write. Without wanting to be arrogant, she
felt that she had an ongoing story to tell and that this story, and her view, was
important to the development of Australia as a nation. She saw the big picture. Ruby
had a vision of an equal Australia, where Indigenous and non-Indigenous children
grew up together without bitterness and inequality. Her biggest fear was that she
would die before her job was done. It drove her to go to places and do things even
though she was ill and exhausted. It drove her to talk, to write, to support students in
their writing, to represent the Indigenous view and make sure it was planted, watered,
and grew.
A fear that Ruby had was that her writing and what she was trying to do would be
forgotten once she was gone. This fear is not unreasonable, and as Jennifer Mills says,
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Aboriginal people are far more written about than heard, more often the
subject of journalistic, medical, sociological, anthropological, and fictional
narratives than the author. White society has a way of asking what role
Indigenous people might play in ‘our’ narrative, even when that narrative
purports to be inclusive and generous. When we look for an Indigenous
narrative, all too often it is written by and for whites. (Mills)

This very real situation weighed heavily on Ruby’s mind throughout her life, and the
correction of this fact was one of the reasons that drove her writing. She was also
forever badgering other Indigenous people to write their stories. Where they felt that
they couldn’t, she would get them to speak it to her, and she would write down their
words. Ruby didn’t care too much for the structure of the English language because
she felt that, if you kept your ‘voice’ in the words, the reading would make sense
anyway. No argument with this when you read Ruby’s books. I can always hear her
speaking as I read the words.
So. She really has gone from us. It’s still hard to get my head around it. At the funeral
I told a funny story about her and I was really happy to do that. She would have been
pleased. It was a story from when she was presented with her Honorary Doctorate
from Southern Cross University. She was immensely humbled by this award as she
had been immensely humbled by her other Honorary Doctorate from La Trobe
University. Within her humbleness she was also intimidated by the pomp and
ceremony of the occasion. She didn’t like feeling intimidated and her way of sticking
a bit of a pin in it was to tell a slightly, if not absolutely, outrageous joke.
Ruby was a great respector of education and the gaining of knowledge. Ruby felt like
knowledge and power brought equality. For this reason she sought out, and
encouraged a dialogue with academic people. However, within the academic world
she had met great pomposity and elitism alongside open minded, compassionate and
caring people. A way of trying to break it down was by this telling of jokes.
Remember; Ruby was never without intention. Here is that joke.
There was a major poetry competition, a slam. It was down to the final two,
Bill, an elderly Indigenous man, and Bill, a young and successful academic.
The only condition in this final slam was this: they had to use the word
‘Timbuctoo’.
Academic Bill started the final round as follows:
‘Camels loaded and packed tents,
Out into the desert they went.
One by one
Two by two.
Destination?
Timbuctoo.’
How the crowd roared and clapped!
Indigenous Bill got up, tapped the microphone, and thought for a second:
‘Me ‘n Tim a hunting went.
Found three whores in a pop up tent.
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They were three and we were two,
I bucked one
And Timbuctoo.’
No more to be said really.
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